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INTRODUCTION

Plants constitute an important part of earth’s biodiversity, which is now facing large-scale, existential threats due to human activity.¹ In addition to major harms such as land use change and clearcutting, humans oppress tree lives in cities, gardens and on farmed land. They kill unwanted specimens, force trees to have shorter lives, lop off their branches, poison them, prevent their propagation, and press them into biologically uniform communities that are susceptible to parasites.² Many humans act to protect plants but do it in ways that exclude them from decision making because dominant worldviews do not consider nonhuman beings to be intelligent, goal-oriented, and innovating organisms that


act as moral agents, knowledge holders and members of multispecies polities. As a result, many humans resist acknowledging the roles of nonhuman beings by deploying ontological and epistemic violences when they characterise more-than-human ontologies as metaphorical or anthropomorphic. The consequence of these attitudes is a pervasive ‘plant blindness’. Multispecies societies become deprived of contributions that plants can make, and the resulting anthropocentric goals and approaches are corrupting the notions of justice in the society of all life and are empirically damaging at catastrophic levels.

This article aims to provide a robust account of plants as designers of better futures. We challenge three narrow assumptions about the failure of humans to protect plants, and point to distinct examples of design, creativity, and care provided by large old trees. The first assumption we challenge is that plants are not creative, decision-making agents. This assumption is based on anthropocentric presumptions that are shortsighted, exclusionary and poorly informed, as demonstrated by the repeatedly unexpected and negative consequences of human attempts at managing biotic systems. In contrast, we argue that plants, like other nonhuman beings, are active agents whom humans should treat with respect and appreciation. The second assumption we challenge is that plants do not contribute to design. Biomimetic designs already challenge


this assumption but tend to prioritise human needs; we depart from biomimetic approaches by asking how design actions taken by nonhuman beings can contribute to all stakeholders in multispecies communities.\(^6\) The third assumption is that the inclusion of contributions by plants is impossible or impracticable.\(^7\) This is an extension of an argument that nonhuman minds or ways of being are inaccessible, especially in the case of evolutionarily distant kin, including vegetal beings. In contrast, we examine whether humans can reorient existing practices and technologies to empower nonhuman agents. We use numerical modelling as an example that demonstrates one way to incorporate design contributions of nonhuman beings such as plants.

An exploration of what humans can do to help plants help themselves as well as many other living beings requires novel methods. We draw on our expertise as researchers within a school of design\(^8\) who collaborate with scholars from fields including biology, engineering, computer science, philosophy, political science, animal studies, geography, law, anthropology and Indigenous studies. We see human traditional or scientific learning as generative of practical pathways for moral advances but are also conscious of its biases and limitations. For example, technical achievements in numerical modelling, artificial intelligence and sensing fail to benefit nonhuman beings if they progress solely in response to human interests and commercial funding.\(^9\) In contrast, this article provides an example of lidar scanning and numerical modelling as one of many ways to empower plants as political and innovating agents. Our article is situated within a developing narrative that seeks to acknowledge, understand and empower capabilities, cultures and creative contributions by nonhuman living beings in the context of interspecies or more-than-human design.

---

\(^6\) Biomimetic designs can be as damaging as any other as is evident from the flagship example of Velcro that resulted in a huge commercial success but satisfies mostly trivial needs while generating plastic pollution and returning no benefits to plants.\(^6\)


The following Section 2 of this article outlines the limitations of current approaches in a concrete design challenge. We describe the need for bird habitats, such as tree hollows, and the limitations of common knowledge systems that fail to adequately include solutions already developed by trees. Next, in Section 3, the article offers a theory of plants as empowered designers, defining agency, design, care and empowerment in ways that are deliberately non-anthropocentric. The article expands on political, philosophical and scientific developments, drawing on examples regarding *Eucalyptus regnans* (mountain ash) and reframing design participation to include useful contributions by nonhuman beings. Next, in Section 4, we highlight the capabilities of large old trees as design contributors, providing visual evidence of habitat structures as well as other examples of interspecies care. In Section 5, we move to examples of imaging and sensing technologies, showcasing technical workflows that can advance collaborations with plants. In Section 6, we provide an example of design actions made feasible through the proposed approach. In our conclusion, we highlight benefits and limitations of this approach as well as directions for further research and show how design in more-than-human terms can lead to pragmatic benefits and just relationships within multispecies communities.

2. DESIGN CHALLENGE: FUTURE TREES IN ANTHROPOGENIC LANDSCAPES

Efforts to design artificial trees with their habitat features provides a telling example of limitations in practical design. What are the features of a good hollow for owls? Do birds prefer horizontal and dead branches? The need for evidence and meaning in observed patterns quickly reaches the boundaries of available human knowledge. Relevant knowledge sources in biology and ecology or traditional knowledge systems can provide important advice but are rarely sufficient, necessitating case-specific data collection and analysis.

One example is Barrer Hill near Canberra, Australia. This site lacks large trees and associated habitat structures. The park managers planted tens of thousands of new trees, but they will take hundreds of years to develop features that can support arboreal wildlife. In response, ecologists installed utility poles (Figure 1) that proved to be effective despite
FIGURE 1.
Artificial habitat structures as a challenge for design. Top: a large old tree (*Eucalyptus camaldulensis*) provides many varied perch sites. Middle left: utility poles with a small number of artificial perch sites. Middle right: a utility pole with additional perch sites provided by a tensegrity (rod and cable) structure. Bottom: tensegrity modules. Magenta and cyan lines indicate simulated flight paths of birds searching for perches. All figures created by the authors.
their stark structural simplicity. This situation is an opportunity for designs that can better replicate habitat features of biotic trees while also satisfying the need for low costs, convenient installation procedures, safety and aesthetic qualities acceptable to human communities.

Figure 1 shows one possible design that uses an automatically generated rod-and-cable structure to simulate properties of trees. The advantage of such structures is their rule-based nature; human designers can use digital models to generate them in response to numerically expressed objectives and constraints. To specify such numerical targets, human designers can turn to existing successful solutions, such as branches and hollows, already developed by trees.

3. DESIGN FRAMEWORK: TOWARDS PLANTS AS EMPOWERED DESIGNERS

To consider an approach that aims to engage plants as contributors, we: 1) demonstrate that plants have agency that enables them to act as designers; 2) define the notion of design in a way that does not a priori exclude plants; 3) frame innovative and beneficial aspects of such design as forms of care that plants bestow rather than services that humans extract; and 4) consider approaches that can empower plants’ agencies in support of their lives and the lives of others.

To enable a discussion of plants as designers, we first introduce four key concepts in the list below. The subsequent sections provide evidential support for these definitions and apply them to case-study examples.

In keeping with current scientific evidence and Indigenous ontologies, these definitions are deliberately non-anthropocentric; they are an attempt to include all forms of life, together with their ecosystems and communities. Nor are they anthropomorphic; on the contrary, our goal is to ‘naturalise’ human concepts and systems by demonstrating their continuity with the work of nonhuman agencies. We propose the following definitions:

Agency is a capability to act found in systems that can maintain their stability in changing conditions. Agency depends on subjective interpretations of limited information about the world provided by sensing. The notion of agency does not neatly correspond to that of an individual. Multiple agencies are always co-present and interacting.

Design is any activity that results in collaborative innovation. It is an interplay of agencies that produces novelty to cope with change. The change can be ongoing or potential, likely to occur in the future. The capability for design is significant in some circumstances but can be irrelevant or detrimental in others.

Care is a pattern of actions with shared benefits. It is a product of multiple interacting and innovating agencies. In other words, care is a possible outcome of design. Care is positive by definition; the net total of its outcomes supports life. Thus, care can serve as a criterion that captures beneficial characteristics of design.

Empowerment refers to activities that increase the ability of agents to influence political processes affecting their lives and wellbeing. In this context, empowerment leads to an ability to affect design. Often, empowerment depends on emancipation from existing systems that oppress contributions by participating agents.

3.1 Agency

To establish whether plants can design, we first need to recognise them as decision-making agents. This section relies on available evidence and theoretical frameworks that recognise directed action and meaningful interpretation as features that are necessary for and characteristic of all life.13 Here, agency is a capability to act found in systems that can maintain

---

their stability in changing conditions. All forms of life have agency in the sense of resisting entropy. They process energy and matter to grow, repair and reproduce. Beyond that, an increasing body of evidence shows that all organisms, including plants, are goal-directed, intelligent, sentient, communicating and autonomous.

For example, plants can evolve to modify their genetic composition across generations through mutation, recombination or gene flow. Genetic adaptability allows plants to cope with persistent changes in their environment, by creating new variations that may confer an advantage. Some plants have evolved resistance to herbicides, pests or diseases through gene mutation or hybridisation. Others can do this within one organism via the application of enzymes or through horizontal gene transfer.

Plants change their behaviour, morphology and physiology in response to environmental cues, such as light, temperature, water or nutrients. Called phenotypic plasticity, this ability allows plants to cope with short-term or unpredictable changes in their surroundings, without altering their genetic makeup. For example, some plants can grow

16 P. Raimondeau et al., ‘Lateral gene transfer generates accessory genes that accumulate at different rates within a grass lineage’, New Phytologist (2023), https://doi.org/10/gsthz8.
taller or produce more leaves in the shade to capture more sunlight. Other plants can change the colour or shape of their flowers to attract different pollinators.

Besides phenotypic plasticity and genetic adaptability, plants design and innovate using epigenetics, symbiosis or learning. Awareness of these abilities can be important in design because the effects of such processes might be significant but not apparent. Epigenetics refers to the changes in gene expression caused by chemical modifications or interactions with other molecules. For example, some plants can alter their chemical defences based on the type of herbivore that attacks them and then pass these traits to their offspring. Symbiosis refers to the close and long-term associations between different organisms. The notion of symbiosis includes mutualism, commensalism and parasitism but excludes less prolonged interactions such as predation. It is interesting here as an example of the pervasive co-evolution that results in the emergence of diverse and robust systems. Thus, many plants can also form mutualistic relationships with fungi, bacteria, or animals that help them obtain nutrients and water, receive protection or reproduce (Figure 3). Learning refers to the ability of a plant to modify its behaviour based on previous experience or observation. Some plants can learn from their mistakes or from other plants’ actions. The fuzziness and multiplicity of biological individuals make the situation even more complex. So does the emergence of agential actions in collectives that range from bacterial superorganisms to colonies of social insects that protect and depend on plants, as well as evolutionarily linked forest communities.

Using examples derived from the life patterns of *Eucalyptus regnans* (trees that we discuss in more detail later in the article and that are otherwise called mountain ash, swamp gum or stringy gum), characteristic

---


21 For a review of perspectives and examples, see F. Baluska, M. Gagliano and G. Witzany (eds), *Memory and Learning in Plants* (Cham: Springer, 2018).

agential interactions that often remain unknown, unnoticed and unvalued in human decision-making include:  

**Self-awareness:** *Eucalyptus regnans* do not self-fertilise promoting outcrossing, avoiding inbreeding and maintaining genetic diversity.  

**Awareness of the environment:** *Eucalyptus regnans* can sense and respond to fire by shedding large volumes of seeds into resulting ash beds in anticipation of better recruitment.  

**Learning and memory:** *Eucalyptus regnans* moderate leaf growth and accumulate nitrogen in summer to help during cooler seasons.  

**Decision making:** *Eucalyptus regnans* sprout new growth to recover after bushfires.  

**Communication:** *Eucalyptus regnans* dominate their surroundings with extensive roots that communicate and exchange nutrients with other plants and fungi.  

**Niche construction:** *Eucalyptus regnans* grow deep roots that increase water availability, reducing severe bushfires and providing habitat for other rainforest plants.

We can conclude that plants are self-motivated, competent and innovating beings able to cope with complex communal and environmental challenges. Using multiple mechanisms that involve changes at different levels of organisation, from molecules to populations, plants

---

23 Refer to Supplementary Material: Plant Agencies table for a more detailed listing. For the additional background of cognition beyond humans, see P. Lyon et al., ‘Reframing cognition: Getting down to biological basics’, *Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences* 376 (1820) (2021): 20190750, https://doi.org/10/ghvqh4; Segundo-Ortin and Calvo, ‘Plant sentience?’, Calvo and Segundo-Ortin, ‘Plant sentience revisited’.


25 Griffin et al., ‘Life cycle expression of inbreeding depression in *Eucalyptus regnans*’.


are constantly evolving and experimenting with new solutions to survive and thrive in their habitats.

3.2 Design

With an outline of the agential capabilities of plants to hand, we can now provide an inclusive definition of design that does not confine design activities to professional humans. Here, our proposal is to recognise that *design is any activity that results in collaborative innovation*. This ‘naturalistic’ definition does not *a priori* confine the ability to design to one group (trained professionals, all humans or their close evolutionary relatives). Nor does it depend on the mechanisms of innovation or the attributes of the designing agent (such as the ability to plan, the possession of the theory of mind, the reliance on written texts or the use of mathematics).

This usage of the term ‘design’ is unusual among professional designers but aligns with established interpretations in several evidence-driven domains. Relevant examples include:

- The discourse on innovation in living systems that focuses on the exploration and exploitation of ecological opportunities, phenotypic plasticity and other sources of novelty across multiple scales. Here, the term innovation encompasses the emergence of novel characteristics or processes that go beyond typical patterns of variation and selection.

- The interpretation of processes termed niche construction within theories of Extended Evolutionary Synthesis. Niche construction is one of the common activities of all living beings. Processes of niche

---


construction do not exclude human animals, their culture or their architecture.  

- The types of actions that result in habitat structures within ecosystem engineering and animal architecture.  

- The growing number of practices that self-characterise as interspecies, more-than-human, or animal-driven design, which demonstrates an increasing awareness that designing includes and depends on non-human beings.  

Humans often find it easier to accept that animals can act as designers under the influence of the anthropocentric bias that portrays human-like cognitive capabilities as superior. However, other forms of life also construct their niches. Plants specifically are remarkable designers and engineers, from planetary to microscopic scales, as shown for Eucalyptus regnans in Figure 3. In line with this reasoning, we resolve to characterise plants as designers. However, designing understood as


36 For the many examples of the inseparable intermeshing of the organism and the environment, see S.E. Sultan, Organism and Environment: Ecological Development, Niche Construction, and Adaption (New York: Oxford University Press, 2015).
collaborative innovation is not necessarily beneficial to whole communities and can be harmful to many stakeholders. To distinguish the beneficial characteristics of design, the next section turns to its effect that we propose to recognise as care.37

3.3 Care

Humans most frequently encounter care as a cultural, ethical or legal norm. In turn, thinking about relationships in human communities, researchers tend to define care based on their observations of human behaviours. As a result, their conceptualisations emphasise that care is a combination of human action with human emotion and, often, with human intent.38

However, many common understandings of care do not depend on human intentionality or other human attributes. For example, a broadly used definition adopted by the European Union’s European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions reads that care is ‘the provision of what is necessary for the health, welfare, maintenance, and protection of someone or something’.39

In keeping with this understanding, our definition suggests that care is a pattern of actions with shared benefits. Understood in this way, we avoid confining the ability to provide care to carers with privileged identities or capabilities. Instead, this definition emphasises that care is a net effect of multiple enacted relationships, rather than an outcome of intentional actions by individuals. From any local perspective, all care comes at a cost: it takes time, consumes resources, generates risks and takes away alternatives. It can involve locally negative effects including dependency, competition, parasitism and others. However, this article aims to emphasise and illustrate that over time, community-level outcomes often evolve to become positive and take the form of opportunities for diverse and persistent life.40

37 See Supplementary Materials: Social Roles of Plants for a mapping of human and nonhuman designers and clients.
40 For the evolutionary dynamics of whole ecosystems, see e.g. G. Upreti, ‘Understanding ecosystem evolution and behavior’, in G. Upreti (ed.),
The benefit of this conceptualisation is in dethroning the often selfish and harmful human efforts in parallel with the acknowledgement of the supportive efforts of nonhuman others. This conceptualisation has strong empirical precedents in multiple domains. For example, traditional/Indigenous knowledge systems provide concepts such as ‘care as country’ that emphasise mutualistic support of all for all. Here, Country (and all that makes it up) cares for humans and other lifeforms (or sometimes it does not). If an animal, plant or human agent is attentive, they can live. If not, they will struggle. To give one interesting consequence, we agree with traditional/Indigenous views that agents do not have to be biologically alive to care. Our work shows that fallen trees provide care by linking communities or providing shelter and nutrients.

Contemporary studies of biology and ecology increasingly concur on notions of care. For example, researchers studying constructive networks observe that all life, including trees, comes into mutualistic relationships, modifies places and assembles communities. This shift of emphasis from competition to facilitation and mutualism is key to seeing plants as members of care-giving communities. Here, we see care as the net benefit of actions in an ecological network.

_Ecosociocentrism: The Earth First Paradigm for Sustainable Living_ (Cham: Springer, 2023), pp. 65–89.


Such networks of relationships provide care when their participants can find ways to behave in patterns that support communal survival, reproduction and flourishing (Figure 4). For example, stochastic events damage limbs, which house microorganisms and over time rot into hollows to house birds or marsupials that in turn transport nutrients and seeds as they defecate. Such patterns are not guaranteed. They depend on attitudes, attributes, circumstances and luck. But the empirically observable tendency, as is the case with large old trees, is to provide and receive care.\textsuperscript{46} Such care does not need to be self-conscious, even among human beings. Attributes such as intentionality and an ability to make conscious choices are just some of many evolved tactics that can aid survival and flourishing. Brain-driven, rationalising cognitive capabilities are at the forefront of human discourse but are not necessary, universally useful or automatically beneficial.

The point of using the proposed conception of more-than-human care is to reframe the ontological position for design away from unitary entities towards networks, from objects toward processes and from humans towards heterogeneous communities of living and nonliving agents. As active and goal-directed agents, plants come into multiple interactions with other living beings. The emphasis on ‘selfish’ actions of genes or organisms tends to undervalue the supporting fabric of relationships within living communities or innovation through collaboration. In parallel with competition, activities of plants acting as ecosystem engineers enable the emergence of diverse and resistant communities.\textsuperscript{47} However, the capabilities for care vary significantly in anthropogenic environments such as managed forests, agricultural landscapes or cities.\textsuperscript{48} This is important for an understanding of the constraints on current human management and its failures to benefit from or protect contributions by plants. Recognition of care can lead to the enhancement of plants’ capacities to provide it, as we discuss in the next section.

\textsuperscript{46} S. Simard, 	extit{Finding the Mother Tree: Discovering the Wisdom of the Forest} (New York: Knopf, 2021). For roles of large old trees, see D.B. Lindenmayer, ’Conserving large old trees as small natural features’, 	extit{Biological Conservation} 211 (B) (2017): 51–59, https://doi.org/10/gbn34v.


\textsuperscript{48} See Supplementary Materials: Forms of Care for forms of care by large old trees and the constraints in human-dominated environments.
3.4 Empowerment

Plants find themselves in the world where rapid anthropogenic changes undermine their community roles. We recognise this situation as a form of oppression that prevents better design. In the conditions of oppression, cultural appreciation, biological sciences, traditional knowledge or preservation of plants’ autonomy in wild reserves will not suffice. To contribute beneficially, it will be necessary to express and support plants’ capabilities as forms of political power that can influence decisions and redefine the future.

Plants live as striving and prospecting agents that operate subjectively in concrete situations with local information. Their interactions with other agents, including human beings, occur in constrained spaces with limited resources. These interactions are necessarily political but political representation of plants in systems such as ecodemocracy is difficult because plants cannot give consent to those who seek to represent them.49

In response, we aim to support both political representation that substitutes voices of participants and mediatic representation that reproduces and transmits their expressions. Such empowerment is necessary given the plants’ subaltern status that restricts their constitution as subjects in a polity and submits them to multiple forms of violence including structural (where plants are resources and not subjects), epistemic (where those in power presume to know better) and economic (where capital accumulation and use depend on the dispossession of plant communities). To defend their privilege, the powerful (human) agents simultaneously exclude plants and appropriate them as objects for use and exploitation.50


Political voice is an ability to engage in political representation. A qualification for such representation depends on the ability to suffer damage or endure risks emanating from policies and decisions. All those affected by such risks should have opportunities to participate in decision making. Existing discourse on relevant issues discusses challenges of listening to plants, ecological justice, legal standing for plants and political organisations that could include plants.

There is a further need to move beyond acknowledgement and listening towards supporting the agential capabilities of plants to affect, innovate and benefit, but also falter and make apparently selfish decisions even when they can disadvantage or harm humans. Any meaningful redress of the current situation will require an equivalent of positive discrimination such as the compensatory principles discussed in net-positive design.

Methods of research and design tend to privilege human agency over agencies of nonhuman beings such as plants because humans can only have partial understanding of plant actions and capabilities. This unavoidable limitation on human knowledge confines the scope of human leadership. As in other domains where the powerful govern the oppressed, the exclusion of stakeholder voices leads to neglect and harm. As a remedy, previous research demonstrated that co-production...
of knowledge can provide additional explanatory powers. Researchers working in the context of traditional knowledge acknowledge that a commitment to a relational ontology requires attention to co-production. However, others observe that being situated and attentive will not be sufficient for understanding of nonhuman lives.

In response to these concerns, our approach is to support political and creative actions. To this end, more-than-human design can extend capabilities for beneficial innovation. Multiple approaches are possible, but we hypothesise that technical amplifications of human sensing, communication, analysis and action will likely play a role. To continue discussion in a concrete context, we consider lidar scanning and numerical modelling as one of many ways to empower plants as political and innovating agents.

4. OUTSTANDING DESIGNERS: THE CASE OF EUCALYPTUS REGNANS

Under the impact of human practices, plant species and distinct stages of plant lives are going extinct. For example, plants lose the ability to reproduce independently if they grow among sealed surfaces in cities or in over-fertilised, over-grazed and over-compacted agricultural landscapes. They cannot replenish the soil to provision themselves in old age or to

55 Jasanoff, States of Knowledge.
57 Atchison and Head, ‘Rethinking ethnobotany?’.
feed others if humans remove their branches and leaf litter, as is common in managed landscapes. They cannot provide habitats to arboreal and ground-dwelling animals if they are unable to senesce and develop complex canopies that come with old age. Their abilities to reinforce the ground, create microclimates, interact with other plants and fungi or resist attacks also suffer. Some of these constrained or disappearing capabilities fall under the rubrics of ecological, functional, societal and phenotypic extinctions that are hard to recognise and address.\textsuperscript{60}

To explore such challenges, we focus on large, old and rare \textit{Eucalyptus regnans} trees that survive in Lutruwita (Tasmania, Australia) (Figure 2). Common in the southeast of Australia, these trees can grow to more than 100 metres and live as long as 600 years.\textsuperscript{61} \textit{Eucalyptus regnans} competes for height with \textit{Sequoiadendron giganteum} (giant sequoia) and is the tallest flowering plant in the world. Today, it is impossible to determine whether \textit{Eucalyptus regnans} is the tallest tree on Earth because European colonists felled the biggest specimens in the 1800s without collecting the measurements. These newcomers saw \textit{Eucalyptus regnans} as a source of wood for buildings, furniture and railway sleepers. Damaging human activities persist to this day. By 2019 less than one per cent of forest areas in Victoria were more than one kilometre away from disturbances such as logging and fire.\textsuperscript{62} The state of Victoria decided to end logging of native forest by 2024. In Tasmania, the logging continues. Negative impacts of climate change on forest fires further increase the already heightened vulnerability of disturbed forest communities. An important consequence is the increasing rarity of elder trees and the loss of their unique contributions. \textit{Eucalyptus regnans} grow fast and may appear

\begin{footnotesize}
60 Cronk, ‘Plant extinctions take time’.


\end{footnotesize}
very tall, but most are relatively young. At the same time, many older trees lose height from dieback and need time without disturbances to re-grow. We focus on large old trees because they have beneficial features that humans will do well to understand, value, support and integrate as contributions into more-than-human design (Figure 3).


FIGURE 3. Design actions by a giant tree in the Styx Valley at site 1 and examples of habitat structures it provides.
5. PROMISING METHODS: OPPORTUNITIES AND LIMITATIONS OF NUMERICAL MODELLING IN INTERSPECIES DESIGN

Utilisation of creative contributions by plants in interspecies collectives will depend on broadly accepted and well-evidenced appreciation of their capabilities. Yet, plant capabilities are hard to quantify, understand and appreciate. They vary substantially and are often too complex for human analysis. Many relevant vegetal processes take hundreds or thousands of years, thus extending beyond lifespans of human projects, whole human cultures, and even the total history of human science. Plants can be small or tall or otherwise cumbersome to access and study. As a result, human knowledge about plant capabilities is lacking in detail, precision and interpretation. This lack of knowledge constrains the
scope for remedial action and design innovation, limiting plants’ opportunities to contribute to design.

To illustrate one way to overcome these difficulties, we present examples of how imaging and sensing technologies, the numerical data they produce and the modelling based on these data provide ways to support design communication with nonhuman beings. The examples focus on three scales: stands of trees, individual organisms and limbs.65

We create these visualisations to obtain information about and engage with properties, capabilities and preferences of trees. To be representative such visualisations have to be products of collaborative processes that involve trees, their neighbours and meanings they exchange, which are captured as information, traced in data and recognised by algorithms.66

5.1 Data Acquisition and Preparation

A lidar device emits millions of rays of light in a spherical pattern. Each ray measures the distance by timing its return after striking a surface. Leaves block laser light, requiring multiple scans from different locations to capture all sides of a tree. Initially, these scans are independent from each other. Algorithms can align scans by looking for similar features. However, the way plants grow complicates the process. They have many self-similar features that can lead to mismatches. Branches sway in the wind and appear in different locations, creating a ghosting effect. Leaves flutter appearing as a blurry cloud rather than as distinct shapes. The height of trees also affects the data because the density of rays reduces as the light travels further away. The fine twigs, stems and leaves at height remain poorly represented. Consequently, the challenge of collecting data about trees is a difficult process that requires experience, persistence, awareness of local opportunities and constraints; in one word – craft. This craft is a dialogic endeavour that depends on previous knowledge but improves with trial and error, growing through embodied and in silico experiences with plants.

65 See, Supplementary Materials: Technical Workflow.
5.2 Data Analysis and Meaning Recognition

The next challenge is finding traces of meaning in the obtained information. For this to be possible, the raw data requires curation. A typical sample of 500 million points is too large for practical use with current computers. We can reduce samples by selecting points that appear sufficient for spatial analysis. Next, algorithms recognise groups of points that belong to individual trees based on the distance from their neighbours.\(^{67}\) This approach is quick but can miscategorise dense foliage or overlapping branches (see Figure 6). The subsequent step recognises trunk, branch and leaves by clustering points based on the similarity of their neighbours. In this case, we used a dataset of Red Tingle trees in the Southwestern part of Australia to develop a Gaussian Mixture Model measuring neighbourhood linearity, planarity, sphericity, and variation for each point. We then label clusters as tree organs.\(^{68}\) With a shift of perspective, we can interpret this operation as one group of trees helping humans understand another. The difference between the Red Tingle trees and Styx trees leads to some misrecognition but other measures can improve the results.

5.3 Data Visualisation and Modelling

To produce the views, the rendering system uses the sky-dome light and outlines groups of points to accentuate the depth.\(^{69}\) This approach can work with billions of points and supply them to the renderer on demand to avoid overwhelming the machine. It reduces the complexity of living forests to match limitations of human perception and computational capabilities of human-built machines while attempting to preserve discovered meanings. Technical capabilities and curatorial decisions by human scientists, engineers and designers can acknowledge or miss and

---


FIGURE 5.
Complexity of old-growth forests at site one. Red shows a high vertical complexity index, yellow a medium and blue a low. Grey designates areas with no detected trees. Bottom left: the contrast between giant eucalyptus trees and the surrounding forest at site one. Bottom right: a graph that relates height, roughness and vertical complexity. Each circle represents a tree. Colours indicate vertical complexity; sizes show canopy radii. The vertical axis shows tree heights in metres and the horizontal axis plots roughness in relative units.
block meanings created by the agencies of plants, opening a tricky but promising path towards mutual understanding and better collaboration.  

5.3.1 Stands

This example (Figure 5) visualises the measure of forest structural complexity represented by the vertical complexity index should read “structural complexity of the forest as represented by the vertical complexity index. Structural complexity of forest stands in multiple regions relates to faunal diversity that we identify as a form of care.\textsuperscript{70} Such complexity develops in \textit{Eucalyptus regnans} forests with trees older than 120 years.\textsuperscript{71} Figure 5 shows a visualisation produced by algorithms that isolate individual trees and then use aerial lidar data to estimate their complexity. For each tree, we calculate two values that relate to faunal diversity. In addition to the vertical complexity index mentioned above, we show the roughness of canopies as represented by the rumple index.\textsuperscript{72} Previous research demonstrated the value of combining multiple indices to estimate structural complexity of trees and the diagram in Figure 5 indicates the relationships between the two measures. Spatial analysis of lidar data has potential to inform the understanding of complex habitats co-designed and co-created by trees by expressing niche-constructing actions of plants in three dimensions.\textsuperscript{73} This example highlights the importance of old growth forests and helps to outline its hard-to-perceive capabilities. The resulting understanding can inform protection and management decisions, helping to resist spatial, temporal and organisational constraints of human understanding.

5.3.2 Organism

The second example (Figure 6) shows a large old tree surrounded by an old-growth forest. Trees grow in response to their genetic makeup, their


\textsuperscript{71} Lindenmayer and Bowd, ‘Critical ecological roles, structural attributes and conservation of old growth forest’.


FIGURE 6.
A large old *Eucalyptus regnans* tree with its neighbourhood, trimmed to an area 50 metres wide and 50 metres deep. Colours indicate trees. Darker shades indicate leaves, lighter shades indicate wood.
FIGURE 7.
Object recognition at a branch scale from site one (Figure 2). Blue, trunk; purple, branches; red, leaves; yellow, peeling bark; grey, surrounding vegetation.
environment and disturbance events such as lightning, strong winds, fire or fungal attacks. As a result, each tree is unique, and shapes of large old trees can be very different. This example uses machine learning to automatically group and colour points that belong to one plant. Such categorisation can help to measure and model significant relationships in interspecies communities. Analyses of this type can help to reframe plants as designers because they focus on capabilities and innovations of trees as individuals who express the potential of their phenotypic plasticity and demonstrate the broad scope of their resilience in the face of adversity. Better understanding of these capabilities can influence assessments of health, utility, aesthetic quality, viability and other criteria that human society applies to control and often oppress the lives of trees.

### 5.3.3 Organs

This last example focuses on the structures of the canopy. Canopies support many lifeforms within buffered microclimates and complex microhabitats. To date, human sciences know them poorly but field experiments in combination with imaging can provide significant advances. Here, the agential perspective can emphasise capabilities that ‘canopy science’ acknowledges as forms of vegetal care. For example, bark streamers (shown as yellow in Figure 7) develop on the largest trees and are an understudied microhabitat for invertebrate taxa such as flightless tree crickets. In our interpretation, such structures are examples of design that can inform maintenance regimes that should preserve organic litter and provide blueprints for artificial replacements.

---
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in the areas, such as many locations in inner cities, where relevant features cannot develop or persist.

***

So far, we have argued that plants are agents that design, and we illustrated some approaches that can empower such agencies. This agential framing is useful because it can provide benefits that escape other conceptualisations. Examples in the existing discourse include proposals to rely on plant mobility to resist constraints of human property, support the intellectual right of plants to promote and compensate for their contributions, frame plants as health-supporting agents in the context of ‘one health’ and limit exploitation of plants by recognising their actions as forms of labour.78

Progress in this direction will depend on persistent mutual learning. Humans can learn about chemistry, ecological engineering, climate modification, forms of mutual support and other topics. In many places, plants must find ways to live with humans and in modified landscapes. This mutual learning is a difficult challenge. Researchers studying Eucalyptus regnans forests argue for the importance of long-term projects.79 Such projects have multiple benefits but the oldest in Australia is only some 40 years in duration. By contrast, one tree can live 600 years, and three generations amount to almost 2,000.

A key benefit of lidar imaging is its ability to capture the complexity of traces produced by plant lives. For instance, lidar can identify individual plants, branches, leaves, and other parts, producing a more detailed and nuanced view of plant structures. Lidar imaging can also
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facilitate the interpretation of meanings expressed by plant communities. By combining lidar data from multiple perspectives and collected at different times, humans can gain a more holistic view of plants and their roles in their environment.

6. DESIGN RESPONSE: USE OF NUMERICAL MODELLING TO EMPOWER PLANT AGENCIES

Let us now return to the design challenge introduced above. The sites and trees in it are very different from those that survive in the Styx valley, but the lessons translate. For example, our ongoing work demonstrates that it is possible to combine detailed descriptions of tree features with field observations of bird behaviours to understand the meaning of branches and other structures as they are perceived by birds. Numerical properties of such structures can serve as constraints or goals for generative design procedures that work with different species, structures and computational simulations including, for example, genetic algorithms, multi-agent simulations and form-finding (Figure 8).

7. CONCLUSION

In this article, we asked: why do human actions fail plants and other living beings? What can humans do to help plants help themselves and many others? Our response to these questions is twofold. Firstly, we argued that even best-intentioned human practices will fall short without the inclusion of all stakeholders that can stand or benefit from their impact. This logic is similar to the convincing arguments already advanced by other emancipatory movements with their slogan of ‘nothing about us without us’. Secondly, we suggested that the scepticism regarding communication with and the involvement of nonhuman beings, including plants, exaggerates the barriers between forms of life on Earth. To illustrate a possible path for collaborative designing that included trees, we referred to numerical analyses of scanned data and their potential
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Numerical analysis of living and artificial habitat structures as a basis for generative design. Numbers and colours indicate numerical estimates of suitability for perching. Top: branch segments recognised in scanned tree data. Bottom: a possible replacement design assessed against the same constraints. Yellow indicates high suitability and blue low suitability.
use in design. Many forms of existing learning in sciences and management already contribute to this objective but more is possible if trees, plants and other nonhuman stakeholders are supported in taking leadership roles to define new studies and experimental projects.

To support this narrative, we first described plants as decision-making agents with behaviours and actions. Secondly, we discussed plants as participants in design collectives that involve other nonhuman beings as well as humans. Thirdly, we categorised beneficial outcomes of design and as essentially supportive practices of care and indicated constraints that anthropogenic management imposes on plant capabilities. Fourthly, we demonstrated numerical imaging and modelling techniques that can strengthen plants’ capabilities but also simplify and misrepresent plant lives.

The audience for this article includes all humans who triage their attention, finances, and efforts by selecting what to study, manage, modify or support. Relevant parties include researchers in ecology and conservation science, environmental managers, designers and planners working in business or city councils, as well as experts in politics and law who oversee frameworks for the protection of biological life. Recent science and practice in combination with Indigenous and traditional worldviews challenge habitual Western opinions about agency, innovation and care in application to plants and many other beings. We hope that this article helps to advance the ongoing conversation by providing convincing justification and practical detail. It aligns with other interdisciplinary and collaborative work that includes artificial habitat-structures, manufactured replacements for disappearing old trees, smart systems to minimise environmental light pollution, urban surfaces for mosses and coastal habitats co-designed with mangroves.82

Further work in this direction is important to demonstrate that bottom-up approaches that follow living agents can interrogate and resist top-down methods of governance that entitle humans to decide what ecosystems need, which species should survive, where and how. The history of oppression across domains demonstrates that top-down paternalisms do not result in beneficial, just or sustainable outcomes and highlights the need for alternative approaches amid the increasingly acute environmental crises.

Our work shows that humans can ‘listen’ to vegetal political voices and use found meanings to recognise significant contributions that would otherwise remain unnoticed, unstudied, unappreciated and will soon disappear. This approach recognises trees not as objects, resources, or helpless patients dependent on human support, but as competent active agents, knowledge holders, innovators, and designers. This stance is different both from metaphorical appreciation of trees in human cultures as well as from biomimetic engineering that sets out to copy without compensation or acknowledgement for human use, often with harm. We hope that future research will experiment with the implications of this narrative, adjust its framing to suit the emerging evidence and formulate novel design experiments that will test and expand creative capabilities of more-than-human collectives to act – and to act with care.
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APPENDIX: SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

These Supplementary Materials provide additional evidence for the narrative in the main text. The materials include listings of: plant agencies (1), forms of design and the roles of plants (2), care (3) and an outline of the technical workflow used in the examples (4).

**Plant Agencies**

TABLE 1. Agential capabilities of nonhuman beings, including plants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agential Capability</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-awareness</strong></td>
<td>Plant roots distinguish between themselves, other roots of the same species, roots of different species, other organisms and minerals.(^{A1}) Empirical studies show that the ability to recognise kin and neighbours is very common.(^{A2}) In <em>Eucalyptus regnans</em>, an example is self-incompatibility which prevents self-fertilisation and promotes outcrossing to avoid inbreeding and maintain genetic diversity.(^{A3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognise self.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Awareness of the environment</strong></td>
<td>Plants can sense light, temperature, water, nutrients, hormones, and pathogens. They use different mechanisms to perceive these signals and translate them into biological responses.(^{A4}) For example, like many trees, <em>Eucalyptus regnans</em> can sense and respond to fire by shedding large volumes of seeds into resulting ash beds in anticipation of better recruitment.(^{A5})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognise meaningful features and events in the environment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learning and memory</strong></td>
<td>For sessile organisms such as plants, cognitive processes such as learning, memory and decision-making are critical to survival and reproduction.(^{A6}) As an example, <em>Mimosa pudica</em> can learn not to fold its leaves in response to repeated shocks when previous exposures did not result in harm.(^{A7})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use past experiences to guide behaviour.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decision making</strong></td>
<td>Plants, like all organisms, act in complex environments and among conflicting signals. They routinely select one of many options and account for trade-offs.(^{A8}) For example, their roots grow away from typical gravity directed pathways to avoid toxic soils and predict dynamic nutrient patterns to maximise absorption. Plants’ epigenetic variation can function as memory, for example clonal plants interpret nutrient and light levels to forage in unknown environments.(^{A9})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make adaptive, discerning, flexible, anticipatory, and goal-directed decisions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**RESEARCH ARTICLES**

| Communication | Exchange meaningful signals within and between biological systems. | Plants engage in multiple forms of information processing and communication to achieve higher-level goals such as responding to pathogen attacks. For example, they release and detect a wide range of volatile organic compounds to communicate with themselves, other plants, insects, fungi, microorganisms, pollinators, herbivores and their predators. |
| Niche construction | Construct conditions that support life. | Land plants alter all environments through surface remodelling and their effect on the atmosphere. Plant growth, metabolism and death produce ecological niches for whole communities. For example, quick growth following fires establishes eucalyptus trees whose deep roots then increase water availability, reducing severe bush fires and providing habitat for other rainforest plants. |

**Social Roles of Plants**

To understand the roles of plants in design and outline the potential for their future engagement, we compare their current roles in design, management, and governance practices formulated by humans. Examples in this table are a simplification and many concrete projects could span multiple rows. The first row focuses on human benefits from nonhuman life and the second row explains how human management can benefit nonhuman living beings. The third row emphasises respect and protection of nonhuman lifeforms. We propose here that these existing frameworks can further benefit from a better understanding of plants’ creative agencies.
TABLE 2. Plants in current frameworks that govern relationships between clients and designers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designers and Clients</th>
<th>Frameworks and Roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>By humans for humans</td>
<td>Sustainable development emphasises human needs, for example through approaches that exploit forests to store carbon.(^{A15}) Planting of trees for such purposes reduces their ecological and cultural roles potentially leading to impoverished forests.(^{A16}) Similarly, nature-based solutions can aim to solve the anthropogenic heat island effect in cities by planting trees.(^{A17}) Economists frame trees' abilities to mitigate pollution, noise and support human recreation as ecosystem services. These approaches often accept harming plants through the exposure to high temperatures and pollution but can also aim to include nonhuman interests.(^{A18})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By humans for other lifeforms</td>
<td>Some examples in this section include design for nature. This approach aims to make buildings that enhance biodiversity and create habitat niches for endangered organisms.(^{A19}) Similarly, nature positive design seeks to retrofit old designs to offset past damage and create new habitat opportunities.(^{A20}) Stepping closer to nonhuman autonomy, rewilding converts abandoned land into nature reserves with pre-human plant communities.(^{A21}) Many such approaches rely on human knowledge and judgement to improve the conditions for nonhuman lifeforms. The results can be problematic. Preference for some species can lead to the suffering of others or to the neglect of individual organisms leading to the calls for compassionate conservation and conservation welfare.(^{A22}) Respect for autonomy in bounded exclusion zones can also lead to the loss of health and death as happened in Oostvaardersplassen.(^{A23})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By all life for all life</td>
<td>Emerging conceptions that prioritise the 'rights of nature' and often seek to integrate indigenous knowledge attempt to overcome human paternalism by ascribing legal and political protections to nonhuman beings. Examples include <em>buen vivir</em>, earth jurisprudence, animal property rights or Indigenous approaches to the care of country.(^{A24}) These important approaches frame human attitudes towards nonhuman beings and can benefit from further evidential support. Additional work to include and empower beings or relationships that operate beyond current human knowledge can further extend these approaches.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Forms of Care**

Table 3 outlines forms of care by large old trees and contrasts them with the losses that result from the curtailment of vegetal agencies.

### TABLE 3. Forms of care and anthropogenic constraints.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of care</th>
<th>Protection of plant agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Sustain themselves**                                                       | Many human activities prevent the formation and constrain the beneficial functioning of the rhizosphere. Supportive measures could include elimination of anthropogenic alterations such as hard surfaces, removal of the physical separation from conspecifics, alleviation of the stressful living conditions and restoration of important resources. These measures support trees’ ability to reproduce and maintain their young without human interventions. A25 |}

Tree roots can provide favourable environments for the growth of beneficial microorganisms, inhibit harmful nematodes and limit the growth of neighbouring plant species. A25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Maintain the community</strong></th>
<th>A single old tree in an urban area can also create persistence and encourage habitation by ecologically relevant species. This ability to support the character of place also applies in other situations such as agricultural landscapes. Protective measures could include retention of trees in managed environments and a reassessment of their value. A28</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Large old trees provide resources crucial to other species when alive and after their biological deaths, sometimes for hundreds or even thousands of years. This persistence supports the character of the neighbourhood and its communities. A27

This column includes examples of ecosystem contributions resulting from agential actions by large old trees.

This column includes directions for future research and design that could support beneficial agencies of large old trees in the conditions of human-induced environmental change.
**Clean the environment**  
Large old trees absorb ozone, sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide and carbon dioxide while releasing oxygen through photosynthesis thus providing breathable and healthier air. They can also filter pollutants in air and water.\(^{A29}\)

‘Trees’ ability to engage in cleaning has limits and the exposure to harmful substances can lead to stress and death. Protection of plants as agents should support trees’ right to safe environments including air, water, and soils. Protections of soils is a characteristic example where volume, compaction, contamination, structural alterations can inhibit plants’ capabilities.

**Regulate climate**  
Large old trees reduce the global greenhouse effect by trapping carbon dioxide and can construct local micro- and meso-climates by providing shade and evaporating water from their leaves.\(^{A30}\) They further extend this effect by dropping large volumes of leaves that trap moisture and extracting underground water with their deep roots. Their impact influences rain, wind, fire, lightning, and landslides.

Humans select plants to for protection against extreme conditions. For example, trees that act as windbreaks persist in constant stress, without an opportunity to utilise the full spectrum of their capabilities. The same is true for those deployed for their decorative value or to provide shade.\(^{A31}\) An extended consideration of trees’ agencies would consider these capabilities in the context of whole plant lives instead of instrumentalising them at the expense of health, wellbeing, and longevity.

**Supply nutrients**  
Plants, including trees, are the primary producers in most ecosystems, converting light energy into chemical energy that is usable by other organisms. They are the main source of food for fungi, and bacteria, herbivore animals and indirectly for carnivores.\(^{A32}\)

Human practices often do not allow trees to distribute nutrients though interactions with animals and fungi because anthropogenic landscapes impose accidental or deliberate isolation. Fertilisation and watering practices further reduce these abilities. Artificial light also plays a negative role by disrupting activity rhythms, increasing stress, and affecting the production of leaves, fruit and pollination networks.\(^{A33}\) Appropriate responses would support plants rights to live in rich communities that support a fuller spectrum of their capabilities. Here, large old trees can act as foci for communal organisations that interlink needs and entitlements of multiple lifeforms under emerging political schemas including citizenship, rights and custodianship.
**Support dwelling**

Large old trees offer protection and refuge for many animals and other organisms. They provide habitats for nesting, breeding, hiding, resting, and hunting. Some animals also use plant materials to build their own shelters, such as nests, burrows, webs, and hives. For example, the hollows of large old trees can house hundreds of species of birds, mammals, reptiles, amphibians, and insects. For example, *Eucalyptus regnans* act as pioneer trees that can germinate after fire, establish quickly in 20-30 years, and create a microclimate that supports shade-dependent rainforest plants. The canopies of large old trees contain large numbers of species many of which remain to be discovered. Bark streamers are another example poorly known microhabitats. The roles of large old trees extend beyond the immediate neighbourhood and influence ecosystem processes at multiple spatial scales, including whole landscapes.

**Aid communication**

Large old trees can communicate with each other and other organisms through chemical signals, electrical impulses, sound vibrations, and physical contact. They can warn each other of pests or diseases, attract beneficial insects for pollination or protection, share resources or information with other plants or fungi and influence the behaviour or emotions of animals. Current management practices do not take communicative capabilities of plants into account, but their consideration would substantially reframe the best case in many modified environments. For example, recent research suggests a relationship between plant volatiles and insect behaviour in the urban environment with implications for management. Support for the communicative capabilities of plants can involve protection for their signalling and sensing abilities as a right to communal association.

**Technical Workflow for Empowerment**

The following steps capture a typical workflow using lidar data.

1. Acquire data.
   1.1. Scan trees and the surrounding environments with a terrestrial lidar at multiple locations.
1.2. Align multiple scans into one scene. Use trunks and other static features to manually align point clouds.

1.3. Overlay scanned data with publicly available lidar datasets.

1.4. Repeat 1.1 to 1.3 for other trees and related sites.

2. Analyse data.

   2.1. Reduce point clouds for data analysis using uniform spacing of 10 to 50 centimetres.

   2.2. Segment point clouds by clustering neighbouring points below a threshold distance.

   2.3. Classify points into foliage, main trunk, branches, and other categories.\textsuperscript{A39}

   2.4. Create a quantitative structure model (QSM) using trunk and branch points. This algorithm produces a graph network of branch segments with each part having length, radius, and orientation information.\textsuperscript{A40}

   2.5. Correlate points with QSM information to categorise dead branches.

   2.6. Calculate geometric metrics such as structural complexity, roughness, and curvature to categorise bark as well as other features.

3. Visualise the outcome of analysis.

   3.1. Upscale categories and geometric analysis from the reduced data to higher density point clouds with 1-10 centimetre spacing.

   3.2. Visualise and explore high detail point clouds by mapping categorising using colour spectra.\textsuperscript{A41}

   3.3. Identify relationships between features with graphical plots.\textsuperscript{A42}
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